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Abstract: For decades, combating climate change has been a global challenge, which requires jointly
coordinated efforts by numerous, international actors. However, it has been shown time and again
that agreeing on globally binding agreements without a global government proves difficult. To this
end, this paper examines the possibility of a tolerance premium. This means a transfer payment in
exchange for accepting and complying with the associated agreement. The provider of this tolerance
premium determines the conditions of its payment to set desired incentives. Thus, collective decision
making can also be self-enforced without a higher authority. This scenario is studied analytically
based on Dixit’s conflict model. The study shows that the optimal tolerance premium depends only
on the value of the prize to the transferee and that this can result in a stalling of the conflict. The
implications of this model shed light on the design of global climate agreements that are self-enforcing
without the need for a global government. For this purpose, the upfront payment of funds and their
reimbursement as a tolerance premium serve as an incentive to comply with collectively agreed rules
in climate policy.

Keywords: global climate agreement; conflict model; peace; contest success function; transfer;
global government

1. Introduction

Climate change does not stop at national borders. This characteristic makes the
preservation of a livable climate a public good on an international scale [1]. The usual
economic answer to the question of how to manage a public good is provision by the state.
It is characterized by the fact that the project can be planned and implemented at a higher
organizational level that is binding through regulation. Individual contracts and voluntary
private agreements are doomed to fail or to create an undersupply of the public good, since
there is always an incentive to avoid excessive participation in the cost of the common
project. This behavior is known as free riding [2]. However, at the international level, there
is no global government that could take over the provision of public goods [3].

A lack of effort to implement the goals is common, after an agreement for climate
protection has been reached [4–6]. Efforts for a global government for the purpose of
climate protection [7–10] have so far been unable to solve the problem. The two-level issue
between governments on the international level and between government and citizenry on
the national level [11] increases the coordination problem. According to Blankart (2017),
the climate problem cannot be solved by treating it as an international public good. The
hope lies in national implementation [12] (pp. 412–413).

This hopeless situation can be understood as a conflict over the cost of providing cli-
mate protection. Thus, this article presents the conflict model according to Dixit (1987) [13],
in which two nations initially divide a prize by means of investment in conflict activities,
which will be explained below. Provided that mitigation of climate change is set as one
of the most important goals of our time, it is only a question of who pays the costs of
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implementing the required measures [14,15]. Therefore, savings of necessary effort in this
matter can be understood as the contested prize in the conflict model. Conflict activities
can be any costly actions detrimental to the goal. Behaviors such as not adhering to agreed
goals [16], allowing, concealing, and supporting environmentally damaging projects [17,18],
and negotiating special conditions in participation or special funding benefits make im-
plementing climate agreements difficult [19]. Examples are the protectionism of industries
that are harmful to the climate, such as the continued use of coal energy, and the refusal to
contribute an adequate share to climate protection. Important terms are:

• Prize in the conflict model: savings of necessary effort in achieving the shared goal.
• Conflict activities: any actions, usually costly, which are detrimental to the shared goal.
• Conflict investments: the monetary representation of the conflict activities.
• Winning probability: share of the prize the player gets.

Departing from this situation, this paper examines how one conflict participant can
incentivize the others to behave as desired by offering them a payment. The design of
this payment is a core problem of principal-agent theory [20]. In the model, the transfer
provider thereby appropriates the entire gain in an efficient manner. For the design of a
climate agreement, this means that the transfer provider takes responsibility for climate
protection as a joint enterprise and thus manages possible profits through savings and
implementation processes with less conflict. This implementation requires appropriate
equipment and freedom for the transfer designer. This leads to the hypothesis that a
transfer payment can end wasteful rent-seeking. Thus, an appropriate transfer design
can yield efficiency gains in the implementation of climate targets, assuming that the
distribution of the costs for the provision of climate protection can be interpreted as a
rent-seeking model. This approach sheds light on the distribution from the point of view
of conflict economics.

The model used is a basic rent-seeking contest model [21]. Its general nature allows
the application in numerous fields, for example politics, war, and peace [22,23]. The com-
petition between the players makes cooperation unlikely, especially due to the zero-sum
nature of the game. Therefore, the approach falls into the realm of non-cooperative game
theory [24] and joins game-theoretic studies of climate negotiations [25–28]. Further, there
are plenty of approaches that solve the core problem of a prisoner’s dilemma and provi-
sion of public goods by voluntary contributions [29,30]. Nevertheless, these approaches
may have difficulty solving the problem of underprovision sufficiently. On the other
hand, top–down approaches are not applicable in international bargaining, and the theory
of international bargaining is not too optimistic about solving the problem [31,32]. In
addition, finding a stable coalition to tackle the problem together seems difficult [33].
In a similar vein, transfers are expected to fail [34]. Bagwell investigated an exit clause
in stabilizing the WTO, which also includes the possibility for transfer [35], and Kap-
pius and Neumärker investigated whether an exit clause makes the European Union
self-enforcing [36]. These approaches are useful if the efficiency gain generated by an
alliance can be considered optional. Facing the consequences of climate warming, this
may fall short in being effective [37].

This paper suggests settling the conflict over the distribution of costs via a transfer
offered by one player. This solution contains a principal-agent problem, where the principal
wants to incentivize a desired behavior in the agent [38,39]. The design of such a transfer
program may be based in detail on the literature about payment for ecosystem services.
Based on the principal-agent problem, this literature investigates efficient incentivization
while considering the information asymmetry the regulator faces [40,41]. Therefore, it com-
plements research on Pareto-relevant redistribution due to, for example, philanthropy [42],
insurance and security [43], malice and envy [44], or imperfect capital markets [45] (p. 256)
on the societal level [46]. The transfer follows the concept of the “tolerance premium” [47].
By paying competitors in exchange for their compliance, costly conflict investments can be
saved [48,49] (pp. 73–77). There is also a discussion on the Carbon Tax-financed “Climate
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Bonus” as one such peace-, tolerance- and solidarity-enforcing device [50]. Therefore, it
may be useful buying out others from their conflict calculus.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the basic conflict model and its
solution to the posterior subgame, Section 3 discusses the possibilities of determining an
optimal transfer offer, Section 4 describes the changes compared to a situation with multiple
participants, and Section 5 discusses the model and the implications for climate agreements
and draws conclusions.

2. The Conflict Model

This section briefly introduces the conflict model by Dixit [13] (pp. 892–897) according
to the notation by Wärneryd [51]. Additionally, the possibility of pacification through
transfers was considered by Cuesta and Murshed [52] in the context of civil war. Two-level
problems of the “harmonization” of international and national strategies [11] are ignored.
A legend of the variables can be found at the end of the article. The model envisages the
maximization of the objective function ui by participating in a competition for a prize, v.
The two PLAYERS i ∈ {1, 2} invest in conflict activities to increase their share of the prize.
The conflict investment incurs costs in this process.

The contest success function (CSF) gives the probability of winning pi of the respective
competitor depending on the conflict efforts xi of both. The ratio CSF examined here is

pi(x1, x2) =

{
xi/(x1 + x2) f or (x1 + x2) > 0

1/2 else.
(1)

The design of the CSF represents an empirical estimation task for the use case. Two
common variants have emerged from the theoretical literature that are suitable for different
situations [53]: the ratio and the difference function, whereby a peaceful settlement is less
likely for the former type, which is why the latter yields stronger results for pacification
through transfers [54]. Conflict success can be interpreted here as a share of the coveted
object on the one hand or as the probability of winning the entire prize on the other [13]
(p. 896). For risk-neutral PLAYERS, both interpretations are equivalent in terms of the
expected value.

The PLAYER’s objective functions are

ui(x1, x2) = pi(x1, x2)vi − xi. (2)

vi is i’s valuation of the total prize upon receipt of it. The costs of the conflict investments
xi enter the calculation with a normalized prize. Budget and liquidity problems are
not considered.

It is assumed a public good needs to be provided. This leads to a prisoner’s dilemma
situation. In the classical prisoner’s dilemma, the public good is underprovided or the
provision fails, due to incentives to free ride. The gain in the model is a fixed prize. This can
be accomplished by avoiding participating in bearing the costs of provision of the public
good while other contributors overtake the provision. Since the provision is carried out,
someone must bear the costs. Thus, only a fixed amount of buffer, which corresponds to
the prize in the model, can be bargained over without endangering the provision of the
public good. The winning probability in the model can be understood as the share of this
buffer that PLAYER l is able to win for themselves.

The simultaneous optimization of the objective function [51] (p. 3) results in the
reaction functions

xR
i
(

xj
)
=
√

xjvi − xj. (3)
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The superscript index R indicates the reaction function. The Cournot equilibrium
conflict investments marked by the superscript index c are as follows

xc
i =

v2
i vj

(v1 + v2)
2 . (4)

The index j stands for the respective competitor. The payout of the competitors in this
game is

uc
i =

v3
i

(v1 + v2)
2 . (5)

3. Design of the Transfer System

In the following, first a situation of two PLAYERS is considered in which PLAYER 1
can make a binding, and thus credible, transfer announcement to PLAYER 2. The situation
is represented as:

• STAGE 1: PLAYER 1 announces and pre-commits to the transfer program depending
on the conflict investment.

• STAGE 2: Both PLAYER 1 and 2 simultaneously commit to conflict investments.
• STAGE 3: Conflict results are distributed. Settlement of the transfer depending on the

commitment in STAGE 1 takes place, considering conflict investment in STAGE 2.

PLAYER 1 considers, at STAGE 1, to design a comprehensive transfer t(x2), which
is only paid if PLAYER 2 refrains from conflict activities altogether, i.e., it chooses xt

2 = 0,
where t may be used as superscript index to indicate conflict investments in accordance
with the transfer incentives. PLAYER 1 anticipates the sub-game of STAGE 2 while planning
the binding tender of a premium for low conflict investment. For simplicity, the transfer
t sometimes equals one simple value instead of the two conditional cases. In this case,
only the first line, the case of the transfer being accepted, has to be applied. The transfer
program to be considered is

t(x2) =

{
u2(x1, xo

2) f or x2 = 0

0 else.
(6)

xo
2 represents the conflict investment of PLAYER 2 if the transfer is rejected, marked by the

superscript index o. This transfer transforms the other PLAYER’s decision into a trivial
choice of identical payoffs, since the corresponding objective function is

u2(x1, x2, t) =

{
u2(x1, xo

2) f or x2 = 0

u2(x1, x2) f or x2 > 0,
(7)

where x2 = xo
2 f or x2 > 0 is chosen according to xR

2 , since ui(x1, x2) finds its maximum
value there as a function of x1. Thus, x2 = 0 is a weakly dominant strategy. In this
article, for the sake of simplicity, a lower-ranking lexicographic preference for a peaceful
settlement is assumed. Alternatively, a marginal increase in the transfer could tip the scales.
Thus, in the following it is assumed that PLAYER 2 sticks anticipatorily to their weakly
dominant strategy in x2 = 0 and always prefers to accept an offer of t(x2) to the equivalent
conflict outcome.

The transfer must be considered in STAGE 2 to lead to a change in behavior on the part
of the potential transferee. Therefore, the transfer must be credibly processed in accordance
with the declaration in STAGE 1 [55]. Otherwise, it is always cheaper for the transfer payer
to pay out nothing in STAGE 3 (an option that the assumed homo economicus always
chooses). Anticipating this, the recipient ignores any prospects of a transfer in STAGE 2,
and there is no behavioral adjustment anyway [56]. However, if PLAYER 1 can establish a
binding rule in STAGE 1 that is mandatorily followed in STAGE 3, PLAYER 2 has reason
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to react to the payoff structure of the transfer. The ability to credibly announce transfers
by those in need of protection could be established in repeated games with an uncertain
time horizon and thus fulfil the criterion of self-enforcing cooperation [57]. Choosing
conflict is then the exit option of the recipient from the transfer program which defines the
self-enforcing character and level of the transfer [36].

A possible example is the plan of the European Union (EU) to reduce carbon emis-
sions by 30% outside of the EU emission trading system of their 2005 levels by 2030 [58].
Therefore, a plan to distribute the burden of reducing the emissions is required. This can
lead to the situation presented in two ways. First, when bargaining for an agreement, the
parties can invest in arguments to lower their contribution. For example, economically
weaker countries may argue they have no sufficient capabilities or should be allowed to
catch up on historical pollution, while economically stronger countries may argue everyone
should contribute the same. Secondly, as soon as the agreement must be implemented,
the incentives to avoid the costs do not fade. They may take the form of fraud, accepting
contractual penalties or even renegotiation, as the withdrawal of the United States from the
Paris Agreement under President Trump demonstrated.

In contrast to the classical prisoner’s dilemma game, PLAYER 1 is aware of the problem
of free riding. Thus, it announces incentives to PLAYER 2 to encourage them not invest in
conflict and to cooperate in providing the public good of climate protection by bringing
the required effort and payment in STAGE 1. This way, the problems after the negotiation
took place can be eased by the design of a fitting transfer program. Even the problems
during the bargaining over a climate agreement can be separated into “how to achieve the
goal” and “who pays for it” via the transfer program. The PLAYER offering a successful
transfer acquires the entire prize, i.e., the available buffer, and is able to distribute and
use it according to her own desires and to sustain the transfer plan. Thus, this PLAYER
is incentivized to solve the first parts efficiently. The latter problem may be solved by the
conflict equilibrium, as the remainder of this article investigates. Therefore, such a transfer
must be worthwhile for PLAYER 1. Her objective function is then

u1(x1, x2) =

{
v1 − xR

1 (xo
2)− t(xo

2) f or x2 = 0

u1
(
xR

1 (xo
2), xo

2
)

f or x2 > 0.
(8)

Substitution of t(x2) and x1 = xR
1 (xo

2) yields

u1

(
xR

1 (xo
2), x2

)
=

{
v1 − xR

1 (xo
2)− u2

(
xR

1 (xo
2), xo

2
)

f or x2 = 0

u1
(
xR

1 (xo
2), xo

2
)

f or x2 > 0.
(9)

The property of the Cournot equilibrium as a solution of simultaneous decisions at the
intersection of the reaction functions poses a challenge for the design of a corresponding
transfer. The use of optimal conflict investments xR

1 (x2) depends for both actors on the
decision of the other PLAYER. Anticipation in STAGE 1 of xo

2 is significant for setting
u2(x1, xo

2) to determine the optimal transfer amount.
Moreover, in STAGE 2, the offer of transfer from PLAYER 1 is already on the table

and could be used to transport information about x1. This leads to the discussion about
the expectations of conflict investment of one to the expectations of the other and so on.
Consider the following cases: a. Holding the Cournot equilibrium x1 = xc

1 and expecting
it. b. x1 → 0 and expectation of it. Finally, c. x1 is chosen so that the marginal benefits of
increasing the transfer and those of increasing x1 are equal at the same marginal cost, so
the best option is always exhausted, which is expected by the PLAYERS.
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Each of the cases is interesting from an analytical point of view, as the design of
transfers shows different agreement gains depending on the bargaining situation, here
depending on expectations and threat points. From an application-oriented point of view,
the implications of different expectations are interesting. In this regard, a. resembles a
possible morning-after effect, without adjustment of expectations in the conflict investments.
In real-world considerations, the adjustment of expectations needs time, meaning that
relatively high conflict investments need to be expected at the introduction of a transfer
system. The scenario of a peaceful idyll is investigated in b., and it is shown that this
scenario is not optimal. Instead, scenario c. presents the new equilibrium to be expected in
the long term.

It should also be noted that these cases differ from the situation of an always truthful
expectation. For then PLAYER 1 would determine x1 quasi sequentially before PLAYER 2.
This situation would correspond to a Stackelberg model in STAGE 2 [59] (pp. 218–220).
The investigation of this setting in a Stackelberg model would be interesting for further
research. Similarly, an investigation of disappointed expectations in connection with the
optimal transfer design could follow.

a. Adherence to the Cournot equilibrium

From the status quo of a game consisting of an isolated STAGE 2, the expectation
x1 = xc

1 could set in for PLAYER 2 or persist until proven wrong. On the other hand,
PLAYER 1 may also show a tendency to traditionally hold on to a clear reference point de-
spite the new situation of a transfer possibility. Likewise, this case serves as an analytical
reference point. Thus, no changes occur here, except for the introduction of the transfer.

For the Cournot equilibrium, the conflict investments for PLAYER 2 are xo
2 = xR

2 = xc
2,

and the objective function uc
i results. Insertion in (9) yields

u1 =

{
v1 − xc

1 − uc
2 f or x2 = 0

uc
1 f or x2 > 0.

(10)

Substituting xc
1 and uc

2 gives the “indirect” objective function

u1 =


v1 −

v2
1v2

(v1+v2)
2 −

v3
2

(v1+v2)
2 f or x2 = 0

v3
1

(v1+v2)
2 f or x2 > 0.

(11)

The consideration of the situation, with respect to the accepted transfer and the conflict
equilibrium, is as follows

v1 −
v2

1v2

(v1 + v2)
2 −

v3
2

(v1 + v2)
2 =

v3
1

(v1 + v2)
2 . (12)

If the left side is larger (smaller) than the right side, the transfer is (not) worthwhile
for PLAYER 1. Equation (12) determines the situation in which PLAYER 1 is indifferent
about providing a transfer or not, and yields the ratio that marks the break-even point at

v2 = 0.5
(

v1 +
√

5v1

)
≈ 1.618v1 (13)

The following three numerical examples (numerical examples are rounded to whole
numbers) illustrate the result:

(a) v1 = 1000; v2 = 1600. The ratio is slightly higher than for indifference, so a transfer
is worthwhile. This means uc

2(237; 379) = 606 = t(x2 = 0) and uc
1(237; 379) = 148 <

ut
1(237; 0) = 157, while the target value of PLAYER 1 is ut

1 = v1 − xc
1 − uc

2 if the
transfer is accepted. Thus, the societal gain from the transfer is ut

1 − uc
1 = 9.
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The conflict investment xc
2 = 379 can be avoided by the transfer. Shares in the prize

towards the PLAYER with the lower valuation has a socially undesirable effect in the
amount of (v1 − v2)pc

2 = −369, depending on the share of the prize of PLAYER 2 in
the Cournot equilibrium pc

2.
(b) v1 = 1000; v2 = 1700. The ratio is smaller than for indifference, so a transfer is not

worthwhile. This means uc
2(233; 396) = 674 = t(x2 = 0) and uc

1(233; 396) = 137 >
ut

1(237; 0) = 93. Thus, the societal gain from the transfer is ut
1 − uc

1 = −44.
The saving of xc

2 = 396 cannot outweigh the damage caused by the redistribution of
the prize towards the PLAYER with lower valuation amounting to (v1− v2)pc

2 = −441.
In an investigation of the pre-play stage, this would be an argument to let PLAYER 2
be the transfer payer.

(c) v1 = 1600; v2 = 1000. The ratio is significantly higher than with indifference, so a
transfer is worthwhile. This means uc

2(379; 237) = 148 = t(x2 = 0) and uc
1(379; 237) =

606 < ut
1(237; 0) = 1073. Thus, the societal effect of the transfer is ut

1 − uc
1 = 467.

Both the saving of xc
2 = 237 and the redistribution of the prize to the PLAYER with

higher valuation to the amount of (v1− v2)pc
2 = 231 put PLAYER 1 in a better position.

b. Total peace

Since x1 only enters u2 as an expectation in the case of a transfer payment, the only
costs that arise for x2 = 0 are due to the then unnecessary x1. This makes the corner
solution x1 → 0 appear to be gainful in saving these costs. However, this is only profitable
if it is possible not to meet PLAYER 2′s expectations (i.e., if disappointment for PLAYER 2
is possible). If PLAYER 2 expects intended x1 = ε, with ε as a very small number, the
transfer amount t(x2 = 0) = u2(ε, xo

2) = p2(ε, xo
2)v2 − xo

2 must be much higher, since
p2(ε, xo

2)= xo
2/(ε + xo

2)→ 1 [54] (p. 106). In addition, any other small conflict investment
by PLAYER 2 immediately leads to a large share of the prize.

A numerical example illustrates this. Take example c) from above with ε = 1. Thus
xo

2 = xR
2 (1) = 31 and u2(1; 31) = 938 = t(x2 = 0) > uc

2(379; 237) = 148. While the
advantage of redistributing the prize is even more powerful, since p2(1; 31) = 0.969 >
pc

2(379; 237) = 0.385, the increase in the necessary transfer amount has a noticeable effect,
as ut

1(1; 0) = 661 < ut
1(237; 0) = 1073 illustrates.

c. Marginal benefit calculus

As shown, because of the truthful expectations, x1 = ε is a strategically poor choice.
However, the question of optimal x1 remains. How can costs associated with conflict
investment be saved without having to increase the transfer amount too much?

PLAYER 1 can determine the optimal transfer amount by comparing the marginal
benefits of the transfer for PLAYER 2 in the case of acceptance, with the amount of the
marginal costs of further conflict investments for PLAYER 2; that is, the opportunity costs
of accepting the transfer. Equating the two effects yields xt∗

1 which maximizes the objective
function of an optimal transfer t∗, which is expected to be accepted, indicated by the
superscript index ∗.

∂u2(x2 = 0)
∂t

=

∣∣∣∣∂u2(x2 > 0)
∂x1

∣∣∣∣, (14)

1 =

∣∣∣∣∣− x2v2

(x1 + x2)
2

∣∣∣∣∣. (15)

Rearranging results in
xt∗

1 (x2) =
√

x2v2 − x2. (16)

The marginal costs of transfer and conflict are assumed to be constant and equal for
PLAYER 1, which is why they do not need to be considered further in the calculation. The
marginal net gains of the two alternatives must be compared, with both sides reduced by
the same cost.
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∂u1(x2 = 0)
∂t

= −1 =
∂u1

∂x1
. (17)

This situation results in the following solution by substituting the reaction function of
PLAYER 2, which equals the expectation of PLAYER 1 regarding PLAYER 2′s expectation
of PLAYER 1′s action:

xt∗
1

(
xR

2

)
= 0, 25v2. (18)

The reaction of PLAYER 2 given by formula (3) is also

xR
2

(
xt∗

1

)
= 0, 25v2. (19)

For x1 > xt∗
1 , an increase in the attractiveness of the transfer option would be worth-

while to reduce x1 further, while for x1 < xt∗
1 , an increase in x1 can result in a worthwhile

reduction in the transfer. The respective optimal transfer is

t∗
(

xt∗
1 , xR

2

)
=

{
u2

(
xt∗

1 , xo
2

)
f or x2 = 0

0 else,
(20)

or

t∗(v2) =

{
u2(0, 25v2, 0, 25v2) f or x2 = 0

0 else.
(21)

It is worth noting that xt∗
1 does not depend on v1. This is because by setting x1

independent of v1, it is not included in the calculus of PLAYER 2 (this circumstance could
change if PLAYER 1 experiences liquidity problems). In general, this gives xo

2 = 0, 25v2,
t∗ = u2 = 0, 25v2 and ut∗

1 = v1 − 0, 5v2.
For the numerical example c), xt∗

1 = 250 = xR
2 (250). It is u2(250; 250) = 250 =

t∗(x2 = 0), and uc
1(379; 237) = 606 < ut

1(237; 0) = 1073 < ut∗
1 (250; 0) = 1100. Thus,

the social effect due to the optimal transfer is ut∗
1 − uc

1 = 494. In addition to the saving
of xc

2 = 237 and the redistribution of the prize to the PLAYER with higher valuation
(amounting to (v1 − v2)pc

2 = 231), the saving of xc
i − xt∗

1 = 129 is now added, reduced by
the increase in the transfer t∗(x2 = 0)− t(x2 = 0) = 102.

The deviation of xt∗
1 to a higher (lower) value of x1 = 300 (200), which would equally

be anticipated by PLAYER 2, could only result in the target value ut
1 = 1095(1094). Re-

markable is the accompanying change of ut
2 = t = 205(306), which, however, does not

enter the calculation of PLAYER 1. Thus, the donor has a first mover advantage.

4. Peace as a Public Good

The problem has been studied as a conflict of two actors so far, the principal and the
agent. To transfer it to the example of stopping free riding in the fight against climate
change, it is necessary to illuminate the situation with several actors denoted by the set M.
Let 1, 2 /∈ M, with PLAYER 1 as the transfer payer, PLAYER 2 as the transfer recipient as
above, and h ∈ M as other members of society. Then, the CSF is

p1

(
x1, x2, ∑h xh

)
=

{
x1/(x1 + x2 + ∑h xh) f or (x1 + x2 + ∑h xh) > 0
1/(2 + |M|) else.

(22)

The marginal effect of a reduction of x2 with positive conflict investments is then

∂p1

∂x2
=

∣∣∣∣−x1/
(

x1 + x2 + ∑h xh

)2
∣∣∣∣. (23)
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This positive effect also occurs for all h as a positive externality of the transfer, since it
is detached from the costs of the transfer. Thus, the reduction of conflict investment has the
character of a public good, since PLAYERS h are not excludable from a reduction of x2, nor
are they in rivalry for it. The classic problem of the underprovision of private provision
of public goods due to free riding is to be expected, just as with altruistically motivated
transfers [60].

Furthermore, ∂p1/∂x2 → 0 for ∑h xh → ∞ , due to the concavity of p1. Therefore, for
large groups associated with a higher ∑h xh, the benefit of the transfer for PLAYER 2 is
lower. This is offset by the lower transfer cost per reduction of x2, since p2 falls equally in
uc

2, the opportunity cost of accepting the transfer.
Finally, there is the consideration of pacifying all other PLAYERS with a transfer tk. For

this, let 1 /∈ M and 2, k ∈ M, where h = k r 2 stands for all PLAYERS not being PLAYER 1
or 2. Then, the sum of the transfers is

∑k tk = ∑2 u2

(
xR

2

(
xt

1, ∑h xt
h = 0

)
, xt

1, ∑h xt
h = 0

)
. (24)

The individual transfers tk, and therefore their sum, are higher in the case of multiple
transfer recipients, since each one faces high marginal gains from its own conflict invest-
ments in comparison to the overall low level of conflict investments, differently from the
case with a single transfer:

∑2 u2[xR
2
(

xt
1, ∑h xt

h = 0
)
, xt

1, ∑h xt
h = 0]

> ∑2 u2[xR
2
(
xt

1, ∑h xR
h
(
xt

1, xR
2
)
> 0

)
, xt

1, ∑h xR
h
(
xt

1, xR
2
)
> 0].

(25)

Therefore, a comprehensive transfer program by a single transfer provider is less
profitable than it is for a smaller share of competitors. This is in line with the results of other
research approaches [61]. When many competitors would like to pay a transfer to only one
agent [62], the public good problem already presents itself in the precommitment stage.

In addition, the number of PLAYERS increases the problems of obtaining information
for optimal transfer design and implementation. Nevertheless, in this study all PLAYERS
are assumed to have equal conflict technology and that there are no liquidity restrictions
in competition over the prize. However, nations are not equal. Larger nations may face a
situation in which they are a larger contestant in comparison to others, and this may not be
an advantage [63].

5. Conclusions

In the face of an imminent conflict equilibrium, it was shown that a credible transfer
may avoid a destructive conflict. It is up to the transferor, PLAYER 1, to divide up the
coveted prize, which she can do in her favor. In doing so, she must consider Player 2′s
expectations, as the transferee, of the outcome of the conflict, which is why caution is
advised in dropping one’s own conflict efforts. However, the optimal design of the transfer
with unilateral adjustment of the expectations of a rational transferee allows some of the
transferee’s conflict investment to be lowered.

Paying fellow combatants for restraint is not a novel concept. Payment is akin to a
cease-and-desist premium. The omission of the undesired activity, as in the example of
conflict activity, is appreciated. For the recipient, the transfer must at least outweigh the
opportunity costs to make it worthwhile to comply with the request to refrain. For those
who request a change in behavior, the harm from the undesirable activity must at least
outweigh the transfer necessary to persuade.
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Skaperdas and Syropoulos (1997) find that a relative improvement in conflict tech-
nology provides an advantage [64] (p. 108). This result can be applied to the size of the
optimal transfer. In the provided model, equal conflict technology was assumed. Finally,
the threat point of the conflict equilibrium always depends on the conflict technology, such
that an improvement (deterioration) of the transfer recipient’s conflict technology leads to
a better (lower) threat point and thus to a higher (lower) transfer.

Furthermore, it should be pointed out once again that in this study, it was assumed
that PLAYER 2 would accept the transfer to a certain extent in the case of the slightest
betterment. This situation parallels the ultimatum game due to the clear differences in
the payoffs to the benefit of PLAYER 1 depending on the acceptance of the transfer. The
decision to accept the transfer and the conflict activity is thus clear for a homo economicus,
but not for a human being or a government [65].

A credible transfer linked to conflict investment can at least unilaterally pacify a
conflict situation. This finding provides scope for Pareto-efficient redistributive policies, as
all parties benefit. The general nature of this research allows for multiple uses wherever a
conflict is in trouble. Therefore, this concept could have the potential to foster commitment
to an international cooperation. Whether such an agreement will be accomplished depends
on incentives to play a war of attrition for the improvement of the relative position [11], i.e.,
gambling for receiving higher transfers, or paying lower compensations.

Accordingly, the design of a transfer for a climate agreement can solve some, but not
all, of the problems of a global climate agreement. For example, a credible commitment in
advance and a well-designed incentive scheme, also for individual country concerns [66],
can mobilize the necessary efforts at the national level, which can contribute to a better
success of the implementation [67]. Fraud and cheating on the treaties could be stopped by
an enforcement authority with independent and respected oversight.

The recipient of the transfer would thus be linked to the achievement of the desired
climate protection measures, for example CO2 savings, coal phase-out, and the establish-
ment of nature reserves. The model suggests incentivizing through a transfer. For the case
of international climate agreements, any international agent could start to declare their
respective intention. For a large climate agreement and in order for such a transfer to be
credibly offered, it is necessary to form and equip a corresponding organization for climate
protection, such as the WTO for trade, which must be taken into account with the design of
a global environmental governance [68,69] and currently represents a functioning model
for international cooperation [70]. The conference of the parties may be the appropriate
institution for this task.

Furthermore, funds for missed targets could be retained and used elsewhere for the
benefit of the climate target, e.g., for the purpose of compensation to incentivize beyond
the agreed climate targets of individual countries. The New Green Deal [14,71] could serve
as a model in its design. The integration of other instruments, such as a carbon tax, could
also be applied [72].

On the other hand, specific issues of climate policy still require joint development ef-
forts. Likewise, a leap of faith in the transfer provider and her success in effectively address-
ing climate change is necessary [73]. The details of effective and efficient incentives of the
transfer design remain dependent on the respective literature on principal-agent problems.

This paper suggests conducting international agreements by setting up a transfer
scheme based on a basic model. Thus, this approach may be extended by the plentiful
aspects other strands of literature already incorporate. This includes changing the settings,
for example to vary the turn sequence and thus the power in a Stackelberg game, broaching
the issue of incomplete information and information asymmetry, or changing the contest
success function. One may also endogenize the turn sequence by integrating the pre-play
game or investigate an endogenous prize [63], since this allows for explicit modelling of
the characteristics of a public good. Further, a repeated prisoner’s dilemma converges
into the chicken game, which tends to allow for easier cooperation and therefore Pareto
improvements while bringing along the problem of reform delay [74,75].
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On the application to climate agreements, the transfers as a tool in the form of grants
is common at the national level. On an international scale, their application is usually not
rule-bound but depends on application and approval, such as, for example, the European
Regional Development Fund [76]. The necessary financial commitment in advance and trust
in the institution to administer such a transfer program may be a hindrance. Nevertheless,
a climate premium is discussed on the national level [46,50]. Similarly, the provided model
could be tested in experiments on an individual level, as Abbink’s survey on conflict
experiments suggests [77].
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Abbreviations

1 Index for PLAYER 1, which is the transfer payer
2 Index for PLAYER 2, which is a transfer recipient
ε A very small number
∗ Superscript index for the transfer that maximizes the objective function
c Superscript index for Cournot equilibrium
CSF Contest success function
h Other members of society than PLAYER 1 and PLAYER 2
i Index for the PLAYERs, i ∈ {1, 2}
j Index for the respective competitor, i.e., the other PLAYER
k Other members of society than PLAYER 1
M Set of several actors in a society
o Superscript index for action rejecting the transfer
pi Probability of winning, mathematical representation of the contest success function (CSF)
pc

2 Probability of winning of PLAYER 2 in the Cournot equilibrium
R Superscript index for reaction function t Transfer program, also may be used as superscript

index for actions in accordance with the incentives by the transfer scheme
t∗ Optimal transfer program
tk Transfer program targeting all other PLAYERs
ui Target function, also known as objective function
ut

1 Target value for PLAYER 1 if the transfer is accepted by PLAYER 2
uc

i Target function of the Cournot equilibrium
vi Valuation of the total potential prize
xi Conflict efforts
xc

i Conflict efforts in the Cournot equilibrium
xR

i Reaction function
xt∗

1 Conflict effort of PLAYER 1 that maximizes the utility of an expectedly accepted transfer
xo

2 Conflict efforts by PLAYER 2 if the transfer is rejected
xt

2 Conflict efforts by PLAYER 2 if the transfer is accepted
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